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The Seven Longest Yards by Chris & Emily Norton 

He was told he'd never walk again. She was losing hope that she'd ever feel whole 
again. This is their miraculous true story of defying the impossible. 

"In my very first impression of Chris, I was blown away by his determination to 
stay positive, do the work, and trust that God had a bigger story in mind . . . this 
book is a master class in the power of perseverance." -Tim Tebow 

Quadriplegics simply do not walk again - yet millions watched as Chris Norton 
defied incredible odds and took step by impossible step across his graduation 
stage. With his fiancée Emily by his side, those unbelievable steps became the start 
of an extraordinary journey for them both. Told from both of their unique 
perspectives, this moving story invites you to find, as Chris and Emily have, that 
God can transform our lowest points into life's greatest gifts. 

In a moment, Chris went from a talented college football player with a promising 
future to a quadriplegic with a 3 percent chance of ever moving or feeling anything 
below his neck, much less walking again. Determined to prove the doctors wrong, 
he pushed himself through grueling, daily workouts to achieve his goal four years 
later: walking the stage to receive his college diploma with Emily's help, and to the 
world's astonished applause.                   

Meanwhile, Emily faced her own challenges as she sunk into a deep battle against 
anxiety and depression, despite her life's outward blessings. Day by day, decision 
by decision, Chris and Emily committed themselves to taking the extra step, 
trusting God, and leaning on the help of others. In a story of courageous faith and 
grit, this extraordinary couple's journey ultimately led them to tackle the seven 
longest yards - down the wedding aisle and into a new life together. 

And what a new life it is: Chris and Emily have adopted five beautiful girls and 
welcomed foster children - seventeen and counting! - into their home and hearts. 
Let this book be your inspiration for defying your own impossible, and finding joy 
on the other side. 

ISBN 9780310356929 
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Review or Comment about this book: 

Help others with their decision to read this book by simply leaving your comments 
and reviews online at https://www.booksamillion.com/p/9780310356929  

 

 


